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Thank you Programme Director. 

 

While addressing academics at the main campus on the 15th of April 

2019, I reflected on two pertinent questions, which are at the core of our 

very existence as UNISA:  

 

(1) What does it mean to be a university today? 

(2) What does it mean to be an academic during our present times? 
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Coming here to our science campus, I have added a third important 

question: 

 

(3) What is involved in the making of sciences in the South? 

I added this third dimension after reading an important recent book 

entitled Knowledge and Global Power: Making New Sciences in the 

South (2019) written by Frank Collyer (Associate Professor at the 

University of Sydney), Raewyn Connell (Emeritus Professor at the 

University of Sydney and well known for her work Southern Theory: The 

Global Dynamics of Knowledge in Social Science); and Robert Morrel 

from the University of Cape Town). 

 

It is a book about knowledge, the making of knowledge and the politics 

of knowledge—it addresses the pertinent issues of inequality in the 

knowledge economy and the complex questions of autonomy, creativity 

and relevance of knowledge. 

 

More importantly, the book destabilises the long-standing reality of an 

all-powerful Global North and a powerless Global South.  
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It is a book that cast a new light on the useful work done by scientists 

from the Global South, while not ignoring the existing power relations in 

the so-called global economy of knowledge.  

 

In other words, this is a book that takes seriously what one would call 

‘subaltern scholarship’ as it grapples with the complex politics of 

knowledge. 

 

It is a book that calls for recognition of scientific research cascading from 

such campuses as our Florida Science Campus so as to destabilise the 

long standing asymmetries in production of scientific knowledge. 

 

The authors of the book posited that ‘We do not regard the global 

inequalities in the knowledge economy as a fixed structure, but as a 

dynamic one: brought into existence in the history of empire and 

colonialism, always changing and now capable of more change.’ 

 

The book showcases three domains of research where scholars and 

scientists from the Global South are actively involved and leading: 

 

 Domain 1: HIV/AIDS 

 Domain 2: Climate Change 
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 Domain 3: Gender Studies 

The authors speak of these domains as new research domains, open to 

new players and as capable of breaching the North-South binary in the 

politics of knowledge.  

What is also highlighted about these domains is their multi-

disciplinarity—‘with different mixes of the physical and biomedical 

sciences, the humanities and social sciences. They thus yield 

information across the spectrum of research-based knowledge.’  

 

I liked this book a lot because it reflects on the topical questions of 

strategies of active participation of scholars from the Global South in the 

global economy of knowledge, and underscores the importance of 

production of local knowledge to resolve global problems of disease, 

inequality and environmental problems. 

 

The authors of the book make the following relevant arguments: 

‘Location does matter: location both geographic and socio-political. All 

knowledge workers must face challenges imposed by their institutional 

and national context. All knowledge workers are affected by location 

in the global economy of knowledge. For researchers across the Global 

South—[…] this means grappling with the Northern hegemony 

embedded in institutions. Some accept that hegemony completely, 
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some resist it strongly, many make complex compromises, but no-one 

can simply escape it.’  

 

This is where our UNISA transformation and decolonization initiative fits 

in.  

 

We begin with by challenging ‘imperial science’ which was predicated on 

epistemic extractivism—the Africa in particular and the Global South in 

general being reduced to ‘mines of information’ and ‘specimens’—which 

were sent together with spices, silver, and gold to Europe.   

 

We are all aware of how ‘imperial science’ entailed gathering of feathers 

of birds, ornaments, plants, animals as well as physical live Africans and 

skulls of killed people—shipped to Europe.  

 

The information that was collected from Africa was assembled in 

museums, libraries, scientific societies, universities, botanic gardens, 

research institutes and government agencies in Europe.  

 

It is this ‘imperial science’ that created an important structural division 

of intellectual labour—in which the Global South became a source of 
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primary data and the Global North became a centre of processing of data 

into models, universal laws, mathematical formulas, and theories.  

 

Consequently, applications of imperial science became central to the 

ideology of development in the second half of the twentieth century. 

 

Our transformation and decolonization initiatives are meant to alert you 

to these issues and the complex politics of knowledge production so that 

none of us here degenerates into a missionary of imperial science.  

 

I am aware of the difficulties to acknowledge that even science is open 

to colonization, with some scientists thinking that they are simply part of 

a universal community of science and their duty was to search for 

universal knowledge that is untainted by their place or local interest. 

 

Such scientists become even angry when they are made aware of politics 

of knowledge and inequalities in so-called global economy of knowledge.  

 

Others have been enchanted by the rhetoric of globalization to the 

extent that they can’t see any sense in the distinction of Global North 

and Global South.  
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While it is true that we live in the age of globalization, we must be 

cognisant of the global economy of knowledge as we cannot understand 

it outside the lens of inequalities.  This is so as a result of the fact that: 

 Europe and North America still remain powerful centres of 

production of knowledge; 

 The Global South remains the domain of hunting and 

gathering of primary data; 

 Researchers from the Global South are often reduced to 

‘native informants’; 

 There is still strong intellectual/academic dependence if not 

mimicry; and, 

 Recognised and valued publishing presses and journals are 

still those of Europe and North America. 

I am certain that these asymmetries cut-across humanities, natural 

sciences and social sciences.   

 

Therefore, colleagues, my three guiding questions for this engagement 

with you are far from being abstract questions. I pose these questions as 

part of provoking some soul-searching for institutions that call 

themselves ‘universities’ and those who call themselves ‘academics.’ I 

pose these questions at an age in which the masks are down and we are 

exposed to unprecedented internal and external critique. I use the three 
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questions to set afoot the necessary auto-critique because we cannot 

run away from responding to these three pertinent questions—from 

which all sort of issues that we are trying to resolve today are 

encapsulated —these issues which were brought into the public domain 

most forcefully by the Rhodes Must Fall and the Fees Must Fall student 

movements in 2015 and 2016.  

 

I brought the three questions together because I firmly believe that there 

is no university without academics and there are no academics without 

a university. Of course, you can have organic intellectuals without a 

university, which is another case that requires deep reflection during 

these times of contestation and change.  

 

Already two Principals and Vice-Chancellors, one from the University of 

the Free State (UFS) and the other from the University of the 

Witwatersrand (WITS) have given their ideas in the form of published 

books. I am here talking of Jonathan Jansen’s As by Fire: the End of the 

African University (2017) with its warning of coming apocalypse if not 

Armageddon, which I don’t agree with. I think our universities are not 

gravitating towards their end but we are being called upon to re-purpose 

them and reposition them in relation to society, government, civil 

society, and corporate sector. We are being called upon to rethink and 
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even unthink the very mission of the universities and their products.  I 

am also here speaking of Adam Habib’s recent publication entitled 

Rebels and Rage: Reflections on Fees Must Fall (2019), which attempted 

to give a historical account of a tempestuous time of the highest level of 

activism of students from a realist political science point of view, which 

is provoking heated responses.     

 

But I must say that the first question—what does it mean to be a 

university today,’ is a long-standing one in higher education policy-

making and politics. It has been posed in terms of the ‘idea of the 

university.’ The historian Stefan Collini in his very interesting book 

entitled Speaking of Universities (2018: 17) gives us a summary of how 

the roles of the university has been changing over time and space: 

 

Once upon a time their primary role was to teach true religion and 

provide learned men for the church; once upon a time it was to 

inculcate virtue or judgement or good manners or any of the other 

supposed attributes of a gentleman; once upon yet another time 

it was to select, equip and mould those who were to fill leading 

positions in state, empire or society; and often it was as much to 
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keep the young out of mischief as to keep alive the flame of 

learning.1      

What I am trying to get at, colleagues, is a deep appreciation of how 

universities necessarily adapt to serve society’s changing needs without 

losing its capacity of leading society in the domain of knowledge 

production.  It was within this context that numerous works were 

produced on the theme—‘the idea of the university’—in the past century 

and a half. Those doing research on higher education would quickly 

remember the following titled: The Idea of The University; Re-

examination (1992) by Joraslav Pelikan; The University in Ruins (1996) by 

Bill Readings; The New Idea of the University (2001) by Duke Maskell and 

Ian Robinson; Universities: The Recovery of an Idea (2002) by Gordon 

Graham and many others. At the centre of the discourse was (1) 

protesting against the current subordination of universities to economic 

or other utilitarian purposes; and (2) a call to arms in defence of 

universities’ role as centres of open ended enquiry. The key challenge 

then is should we continue being on the defensive or we should open up 

to the internal and external critique—by rethinking and unthinking the 

meaning and purpose of the university as well rethink and unthink the 

meaning and role of the academic and the academic project.      

 

                                                           
1 Stefan Collini, 2018. Speaking of Universities. London & New York: Verso.  
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Our challenges are very big. There is uncertainty of knowledge itself. This 

is a subject of the leading sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein’s book titled 

The Uncertainties of Knowledge (2004: 58) where he posited that:  

 

I believe that we live in a very exciting era in the world of 

knowledge, precisely because we are living in a systemic crisis 

that is forcing us to reopen the basic epistemological questions 

and look to structural reorganization of the world of knowledge. 

It is uncertain whether we shall rise adequately to the intellectual 

challenge, it is there for us to address.  We engage our 

responsibility as scientists/scholars in the way in which we 

address the multiple issues before us at this turning point in our 

structures of knowledge.     

 

Colleagues, my concern is: Are we rising adequately to the battle cry of 

transformation (decolonization and Africanization)? I am concerned with 

the easiness with which the terms ‘decolonization’ and ‘Africanization’ 

are being thrown around. Are we not simply abusing these revolutionary 

terms, and turning them into ‘metaphors’ and in the process draining 

them of their revolutionary substance?  To understand my uneasiness, 

let me call upon all of you to read Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yange’s 

important article entitled  
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‘Decolonization Is Not A Metaphor’ in the online journal Decolonization: 

Indigeneity, Education & Society Volume 1, Number 1, 2012 where they 

warned us that:  

 

The easy absorption, adoption, and transposing of decolonization 

is yet another form of …. appropriation. When we write about 

decolonization, we are not offering it as a metaphor; it is not an 

approximation of other experiences of oppression. Decolonization 

is not a swappable term for other things we want to improve our 

societies and schools.  

Decolonization doesn’t have a synonym.      

 

Decolonization confronts dispossession, dehumanization, epistemicides, 

linguicides, culturecides, and alienation directly. The untransformed 

university is a culprit; hence it has become the site of struggles and the 

most critiqued public institution today. The leading sociologist and 

decolonial theorist Boaventura de Sousa Santos in his book titled 

Decolonizing the University: The Challenge of Deep Cognitive Justice 

(2017) distilled three key crises facing the university today cascading 

from its complicit stance in slavery, racism, colonialism, capitalism, 

sexism and patriarchy.  These are:  

First,  is a Crisis of hegemony:  
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  Functions of the university (high culture, elitism, universal 

knowledge, excellence vs. relevance, social justice and 

empowerment) (i.e academic vs. intellectual);  

   Failure to handle contradictory function; and,  

  Not the only site of production of knowledge (especially as we have 

internet & we live in a digital world).  

Second, is a Crisis of legitimacy:  

  Complicity of the university in racism, patriarchy, sexism, 

colonialism, capitalism, genocides, epistemicides, linguicides, 

culturecides, and alienation;   

  Recognition of diverse knowledge systems; and,   

  Accessibility & relevance (values, knowledge & skills).   

Third, is Institutional crisis:  

  Autonomy/ivory tower vs social embeddedness and social 

responsibility;  

  Academic freedom (rights) vs epistemic freedom (justice); and,  

  Academic democracy i.e right to participate in university 

governance.  

 

This crisis is also addressed by two leading African scholars Adebayo 

Olukoshi & Paul Tiyambe Zeleza in their influential twin volumes entitled 

African Universities in the Twenty-First Century: Volume 1: Liberalization 
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and Internationalization (2004) and African Universities in the Twenty-

First Century: Volume II: Knowledge and Society (2004). Introducing 

volume 1, they captured the challenge we are facing in these powerful 

words:     

 

 How to balance autonomy and vialibility, expansion and excellence, 

equity and efficiency, access and quality, authority and 

accountability, representation and responsibility, diversification 

and differentiation, internationalization and indigenization, 

global presence/visibility and the public purpose, teaching and 

research, community service/social responsibility and 

consultancy, diversity and uniformity, the preservation of local 

knowledge systems and the adoption of global knowledge 

systems, knowledge production and knowledge dissemination, 

the knowledge economy and the knowledge society.    

 

Once again I reiterate that I am fully for transformation across UNISA and 

I am cognisant of the fact that the change which is upon us cannot be 

simplistically reduced to an event but a complex process, hence I invite 

the entire university fraternity once more, to shift into a higher gear of 

implementation of all our agreed transformation plans and policies. I 
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reiterate that as community of practice we must collectively dedicate 

ourselves to deliver on the following dimensions:  

 

• A truly re-invented African university shaping futures in the 

service of humanity;  

• Improved overall governance of our institution that is 

responsive and accountable at all levels;  

• A substantively transformed curriculum that is fit for purpose;  

• Best teaching and learning environment that enhances 

throughput;  

• Improved overall student experience that is free from 

epistemicides, linguicides and alienations;  

• Change institutional cultures that make UNISA a home for all 

of us; and,  

• Efficiently working systems and policies that ensure efficiency 

and institutional agility.   

 

What is in our hands is a mega university which is transnational in its 

reach and I appeal to all of you to join me in making sure that:   

 

• Its intellectual and academic project is top class and relevant;  
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• Its students are proud of being at UNISA;  

• It actively shapes the futures and services of humanity;   

• UNISA is indeed a pioneer of new ideas that enhance life 

chances;   

• It is dynamic and always auto-critiquing itself for purposes of 

transformation, innovation and openness to exploration of new 

ways of knowing, new conception of being and new understandings 

of power and authority.   

 

The question that arose in my mind as I thought deeply about the 

academic project is “what type of academic is capable of delivering 

transformation”? Let me pose the Ngugian question (Ngugi wa 

Thiong’o): Can the academic who has internalized slave and colonial 

mentality be of any use in our current times of decolonization and 

transformation?  

 

Perhaps let me even put it this way: Can those academics produced by 

the current problematic university be capable of being reborn and learn 

to unlearn so as to relearn and set afoot a transformed curriculum, 

transformed knowledge, and transformed pedagogy?  At the pedagogical 

level, I am thinking aloud here of the necessity of:  
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1) Pedagogies of positionality.  

2) Pedagogies of participation.  

3) Pedagogies of transition.  

These are pedagogies that are urgently called for throughout the world. 

With the release of the recent rankings of South African universities 

predicated on research outputs, we cannot ignore the question of 

knowledge production as a key function of the university and the 

academic being the producer of that knowledge. While I congratulate all 

those who are fulfilling their core task by producing knowledge in terms 

of publications, I have no kind words for ‘passengers’ in this university 

who are not producing any knowledge in fulfilment of their contracts 

with the university.   

 

Being excited by ideas defines an academic. Being concerned about 

human problems has to define an academic. Knowledge production 

must not be forced into the itinerary of an academic because it is intrinsic 

to the very definition and making of an academic. Production of 

knowledge is the passion of an academic. One cannot, therefore, like the 

title of ‘academic’ lends itself to mean, hate what defines an academic. 

A good academic who produces knowledge is the best teacher. Through 
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her/his academic production, she/he contributes to the teaching of the 

world.   

 

Therefore, such escapist arguments, which goes like this: I am a good 

teacher but I don’t produce knowledge, begs the question of what are 

you teaching and whose ideas are you facilitating?  What is at the very 

centre of decolonization of knowledge are we talking about if we talk 

about the colonized to be reborn as thinkers, communicators, and 

producers of knowledge which fundamentally unmasks coloniality and 

empowers the powerless and re-humanizes the dehumanized.   

 

Today, we have so many academics who claim the mantle of being 

activists but they don’t produce any knowledge. We must remember 

that activist academics and intellectuals such as Walter Rodney, Samir 

Amin, Archie Mafeje, Paulo Freire, Kwame Nkrumah, Ruth First, and 

many others were active in the production of knowledge and radical 

politics.       

 

With regards to curriculum, I must say that I have confidence in the the 

Department of Leadership and Transformation (DLT) that operates from 

my office in leading the necessary offensive in the urgent domain of 

decolonization and Africanization of curriculum. It has correctly 
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identified the urgent task of dealing with the consciousness of the 

academics so as to enable them to deliver different knowledge and write 

another curriculum. When I reflected on this, I thought of the Indian 

psychologist, Ashis Nandy, who pointedly said: ‘Perhaps that which 

begins in the minds of men must also end in the minds of men.’       

 

Colleagues, I urge you never to lose focus on the university we are trying 

to build:  

 

• A site of multilingualism: an institution in which African 

indigenous knowledges, languages, cosmologies and ontologies are 

a central part of its identity and soul.   

• A site of cognitive/social justice that fully embraces the idea 

that all human beings are born into a valid and legitimate 

knowledge system.  

• A site of ‘ecologies of knowledges’ where pluralities of 

knowledges compete and reinforce each other.  

• A socially responsive institution that is intolerant of 

epistemicides, linguicides and cultural imperialism.  

• A re-capitalised institution in which even those without 

money have access to education: where education is a right rather 

than a privilege of the few.  
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• A thoroughly decolonized, de-tribalised, de-racialised, 

depatriarchized, and de-corporatized home of everyone.  

 

I urge you to be emboldened by the knowledge we have accumulated at 

institutional level, cascading from our the various seminars, workshops 

and international conferences which focused on the idea of the 

university, decolonisation of knowledge, social and academic 

transformation as well as teaching and learning.   

The Department of Leadership and Transformation (DLT) is intensifying 

stakeholder engagements beginning with the regions and they continue 

to lead not only the initiatives of relevant conversations on the meanings 

and implications of decolonized and quality education but also to 

monitor and evaluate the state of transformation in our university.         

I must say that our collective success as we implement transformation is 

dependent on us rethinking deeply about:  

  

• Our leadership beyond traditional managerialism;  

• Our ethical conduct as leaders and teachers;  

• Our professional conduct as leaders and teachers;  

• Our loyalty to the institution and commitment to our students; and,  
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• Our urgent restoration of trust among leaders, teachers and 

students.  

 

This is not the first time, I am saying this. Let us build from where we are, 

fully acknowledging the strides made by UNISA in the past years, which 

are the result of the combined efforts of its various stakeholders -- 

council, management, academics, administrative staff, organised labour, 

and students (via its students leaders).   

 

I must reiterate the issue of boldness and confidence as part of my 

invitation of all of us to directly address such intimidating questions of 

the day as the language question, the critical social theory question, the 

curriculum question, and the institutional cultural change question. Let 

those who are doing transformation never be intimidated for they are 

doing what is expected. Rather it is those who are resisting 

transformation that we are tracking. We want accountability and 

excellence predicated on transformation across the board. There is no 

civilization without standards and measures of excellence.  

  

Let us pledge to make the University of South Africa an employer of 

choice for the staff, both academic and support/administrative; a 
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learning institution of choice for all our students; and a partner for the 

society in the development of all humanity.  

 

Let me end by highlighting that practical transformation and 

decolonization calls all of us to produce relevant knowledge. The call to 

the making of science of the South is about relevance and usability of 

results of scientific research by our communities. Florida Science Campus 

is our pride as UNISA and we urge you to do more and crease your 

visibility in the global economy of knowledge.   

 

I thank you! 

 


